Abstract. It is a small step toward the Koszul-type algebras. The piecewiseKoszul algebras are, in general, a new class of quadratic algebras but not the classical Koszul ones, simultaneously they agree with both the classical Koszul and higher Koszul algebras in special cases. We give a criteria theorem for a graded algebra A to be piecewise-Koszul in terms of its Yoneda-Ext algebra E(A), and show an A∞-structure on E(A). Relations between Koszul algebras and piecewise-Koszul algebras are discussed. In particular, our results are related to the third question of Green-Marcos' [6] .
Introduction
The Koszul algebra, introduced by S. Priddy in [14] , is one of quadratic algebras with a linear resolution. Such an algebra may be understood a positively graded algebra that is "as close to semisimple as it can possible be" ( [4] ). Many nice homological properties of Koszul algebras have been shown in research areas of commutative and noncommutative algebras, such as algebraic topology, algebraic geometry, quantum group, and Lie algebra ( [1] , [4] , [7] , etc.). Thirty years later, motivated by the cubic Artin-Schelter regular algebras, Berger extended the concept to higher homogeneous algebras [5] , one can find more discussions under the name d-Koszul algebras in [8] , or higher Koszul algebras in [10] , the latter explained Koszulity by A ∞ -language.
In this paper, we introduce a new class of Koszul-type algebras, we name it piecewise-Koszul algebra. Such an algebra is determined by a pair of parameters (p, d), one shows its periodicity, and the other one is related to the degree of jump.
It agrees with the classical Koszul algebra when the period equals to the jumping degree, and goes back to the d-Koszul algebra when the period p = 2.
What we are interested for these Koszul-type algebras is that in the case of d > p ≥ 3. Such algebras provide a new class of quadratic algebras but not the classical Koszul algebras. The piecewise-Koszul algebras behave somewhat like the classical Koszul and higher Koszul algebras: for example, there is a version of the criteria theorem for a graded algebra to be Koszul in terms of its Yoneda-Ext algebra. Suppose that A = i≥0 A i is generated in degree zero and one with A 0 semisimple, E(A) = i≥0 Ext bigraded by the (ext, shift )-degree; that is, its (i, j) th component is Ext i A (A 0 , A 0 ) j . We also call E(A) the Koszul dual of A, as other literatures named. The following results were stated in [7] , [10] and [8] , respectively:
• A is a Koszul algebra if and only if E(A) is generated in the ext-degrees 0, 1 (and Ext
• A is a d-Koszul algebra if and only if E(A) is generated in the ext-degrees 0, 1, 2, and Ext
For our objects, we have
• A is a piecewise-Koszul algebra if and only if E(A) is generated in the ext-degrees 0, 1, p, and Ext
The piecewise-Koszul algebras are one of "δ-Koszul algebras" [6] . As a result, it seems that our objects show a negative answer to the third question in [6] provided we may get a piecewise-Koszul algebra with any given period p. These are discussed in Section 2. We introduce piecewise-Koszul modules in this section as well. Denote PK(A) the category of piecewise-Koszul modules, we prove that PK(A) is extension closed and co-kernels preserved.
Although the piecewise-Koszul algebra A is quadratic in general, its YonedaExt algebra E(A) admits at least a non-trivial higher multiplication, which shows another difference between classical Koszul algebras and piecewise-Koszul algebras, since Keller showed in [12] that a quadratic algebra is Koszul if and only if the higher multiplications on its Koszul dual are trivial. In Section 3, we investigate the A ∞ -structure on the Koszul dual of A, where A is a piecewise-Koszul algebra. It turns out that there is a family of nontrivial higher multiplications on E(A). In particular, we give a criteria for a graded algebra to be a piecewise-Koszul algebra in terms of considering the Koszul dual E(A) as a (2, d−1)-algebra.
However, piecewise-Koszul algebras resemble with the classical Koszul algebras on the other hand. In fact, piecewise-Koszul algebras are turned out to be closely related with Koszul algebras. We will discuss their relations in Section 4.
Let Z and N denote the set of integers and natural numbers respectively. Throughout we work over a fixed field F.
Definitions and Properties
All the graded F-algebras A = i≥0 A i are assumed with the following properties: (a) A 0 is a semisimple Artin algebra; (b) A is generated in degrees 0 and 1; that is, A i · A j = A i+j for all 0 ≤ i, j < ∞; (c) A 1 is of finite dimension as an
The graded Jacobson radical of A, denoted by J, is i≥1 A i . Let Gr(A) denote the category of graded A-modules, and gr(A) its full subcategory of finitely generated A-modules. The morphisms in these categories, denoted by Hom Gr(A) (M, N ), are graded A-module maps of degree zero. We denote Gr s (A) and gr s (A) the full subcategories of Gr(A) and gr(A) whose objects are generated in degree s, respectively. An object in Gr s (A) or gr s (A) is called a pure A-module.
Endowed with the Yoneda product, Ext *
is an associative graded algebra. Let M and N be finitely generated graded A-modules. The Koszul dual E(M ) of a finitely generated graded module M is bigraded;
Then Ext
we denote the bidegree of [x] as (i, j), call the first degree ext -degree and the second degree shift -degree, respectively. Similarly, the Yoneda-Ext-algebra E(A) of a positively graded F-algebra is a bigraded algebra.
Given a pair of integers
Definition 2.1. A graded algebra A = i≥0 A i is called a piecewise-Koszul algebra if the trivial A-module A 0 admits a minimal graded projective resolution
The parameter p shows certain periodicity in the resolution above, and the parameter d is related to a gap between two segments. The classical Koszul algebras and the higher Koszul algebras are piecewise-Koszul algebras, which take place of d = p and p = 2 respectively, we refer to [4] - [14] for the details. What we are interested, in this paper, is the case of d > p ≥ 3. Such algebras provide us a new class of quadratic algebras different from the classical Koszul algebras.
We will give an example of piecewise-Koszul algebra at the end of this section.
Definition 2.2. Let A be a piecewise-Koszul algebra and M ∈ gr(A). We call M a piecewise-Koszul module if it has a minimal graded projective resolution of the 
of degree (2 − n) satisfying the following Stasheff 's identities: for all n ≥ 1,
where the sum runs over all decomposition n = r + s + t, r, t ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1, and where u = r + 1 + t. Note that when these formulas are applied to homogeneous elements, additional signs appear due to the Koszul sign rule. If E is bi-graded, we can also define bi-graded A ∞ -algebras similarly and all the multiplications preserve the second degree, we refer to [13] for the details. The multiplications {m n } n≥3 are called the higher multiplications of E.
An augmented A ∞ -algebra E is an A ∞ -algebra satisfying the following conditions, where for the notions of A ∞ -morphism and strict A ∞ -morphism, we refer to [10] and [13] for the details,
0 for all n = 2 and i + j = n − 1, and
The following definition is related to the Koszul dual E(A) as a special A ∞ -algebras, where A is a piecewise-Koszul algebra. An augmented (2, l)-algebra (E, m 2 , m l ) is called a reduced (2, l)-algebra provided the following conditions are satisfied:
and s j = 1 or 2 and A reduced (2, l)-algebra E is said to be generated by E 1 if for all n ≥ 2,
where the sum in the second sigma runs over all decompositions i 1 + i 2 + · · · + i l + 2 − l = n and all i t ≥ 1 and t = 1, 2, · · · , l.
In what follows, we use Ω n (M ) to denote the n th syzygy of M .
We have the following equivalent descriptions on piecewise-Koszul objects and Theorem 2.6 seems to give a negative answer to Green's open question in [6] .
Lemma 2.5. [8] Suppose that P is the minimal graded projective resolution of the trivial A-module A 0 and P n is finitely generated with generators in degree δ
Theorem 2.6. Let A = i≥0 A i be a graded F-algebra as assumed before, and E(A) its Yoneda-Ext-algebra. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) A is a piecewise-Koszul algebra; (2) E(A) is generated in the ext-degrees 0, 1 and p, moreover, Ext
Proof. We write the function δ 
Hence P n is generated in degree δ(n) for 0 ≤ n < p.
In general, we shall show that P n is generated in degree δ(n) for all n ≥ 0.
We only prove the case of k = i = 1. Observing that Ext 
Hence P p+1 is generated in degree δ(p + 1).
There is a similar description for piecewise-Koszul modules.
Theorem 2.7. Let A be a piecewise-Koszul algebra and M ∈ gr 0 (A). Then M is a piecewise-Koszul module if and only if E(M ) is generated in degree 0 as a graded E(A)-module.
Let A be a piecewise-Koszul algebra and M ∈ gr s (A) be a piecewise-Koszul module. Then we have the following exact sequences
for all n ≥ 1. All modules in the exact sequences above are generated in degree
We get the following exact sequences,
Moreover, in the shift-grading, all the modules in the exact sequences above are concentrated in degree δ d p (n) + s for a fixed integer s. The following proposition shows that the category PK(A) of piecewise-Koszul modules is closed under extension and preserves cokernels. We omit the proofs since they are obvious.
be a short exact sequence in gr(A). Then we have the following statements, Proof. The first assertion is immediate from the definition of the piecewise-Koszul modules. For the second statement, clearly, we have the following exact sequences
by assertion (1), Ω pn (M ) and Ω pn (M/JM ) are in PK(A) since M and M/JM are in PK(A). By Proposition 2.8, we have that Ω pn−1 (JM ) ∈ PK(A).
Example 2.10. Let F be a field and let Γ be the quiver:
Now let A = FΓ/R, where R is the ideal generated by the following relations:
It is not difficult to check that A is a piecewise-Koszul algebra with p = 3 and
3. The A ∞ -structure on the Koszul dual E(A)
Let A be a piecewise-Koszul algebra and E(A) its Koszul dual. We will investigate the A ∞ -structure on E(A) in detail in this section. As a result, a criteria for a graded algebra to be piecewise-Koszul in terms of the A ∞ -algebra is given.
For the simplicity, we assume, in this section, that A 0 = F in the graded algebra A and the piecewise-Koszul objects are related to δ d 3 (n) with d > 3 a fixed integer.
Lemma 3.1. ([12] , [10] ) Let A be an augmented differential bi-graded algebra and E = HA. Then there is an augmented A ∞ -structure {m i } on E such that m 1 = 0, m 2 is induced by the multiplication of A, and E is quasi-isomorphic to A as augmented bi-graded A ∞ -algebras.
Let J be the graded Jacobson radical of A, J * be the graded dual of J and T (J * ) the tensor algebra. From ( [12] , [10] ), we know that T (J * ) is an augmented differential bi-graded algebra and
. By Lemma 3.1, the Koszul dual of A, E(A), is an augmented bi-graded A ∞ -algebra up to quasi-isomorphism.
We will call such A ∞ -structure on E(A) induced from T (J * ).
Proposition 3.2. Let A be a piecewise-Koszul algebra and E(A) be its Koszul dual. Then Ext
satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) in the Definition 2.4.
Proof. Since A is a piecewise-Koszul algebra, we have E 3k+s := Ext
kd+s where s = 0, 1 or 2. Recall that all the multiplications {m q } preserve the second degree, we have
, where 
(k1+k2)d+3 = 0, and
If E is an A ∞ -algebra with nontrivial multiplications m 2 and m l , then it is easy to see that all the Stasheff identities hold automatically except for the following three cases:
and SI(l + 1):
From [11] , we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let A = F ⊕ A 1 ⊕ A 2 ⊕ · · · be a graded algebra generated in degree 1.
Then there exits an A ∞ -structure on Ext *
Remark 3.1. By Lemma 3.3, it is easy to see that there exists at least one nontrivial higher multiplication constructed in Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 3.4. Let A = F ⊕ A 1 ⊕ A 2 ⊕ · · · be a graded algebra generated in degree 1 and E(A) be its Koszul dual.
(1) If A is a piecewise-Koszul algebra, then there exists an A ∞ -structure {m q } (the same as Proposition 3.2) such that (E(A), {m q }) is an A ∞ -algebra generated by E 1 (A); Proof. The statement (1) follows from Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.3. Since A is generated by A 1 , we have
. Now assume that we have the identities:
. And similarly, we can prove
. Therefore, A is a piecewise-Koszul algebra with jumping degree d.
Koszul objects from piecewise-Koszul objects
We will construct Koszul objects from the given piecewise-Koszul objects in this section.
Let A be a piecewise-Koszul algebra and M ∈ gr 0 (A) be a piecewise-Koszul module respect to δ
Naturally E k (A) is a subalgebra of E(A), and E k (M ) is a graded E k (A)-module. Theorem 4.1. Let A be a piecewise-Koszul algebra and M be a piecewise-Koszul module respect to δ d 3 (n). The notations E k (A) and E k (M ) are as defined above. Then for all integers k ≥ 1, we have
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, we get that E k (M ) is generated in degree 0 as a graded
Clearly, we have the following exact sequences, for all n, k > 0, Now we claim that E k (M/JM ) is a projective cover of E k (M ) and it is generated in degree 0. In fact, E k (M/JM ) is a E k (A)-projective module since M/JM is semisimple. M/JM is a piecewise-Koszul module since A is a piecewise-Koszul algebra. Hence E k (M/JM ) is generated in degree 0 as a graded E k (A)-module, and by the above exact sequence, it is the graded projective cover of E k (M ).
Therefore the first syzygy is n>0 Ext 3k(n−1) A
(Ω 3k−1 (JM ), A 0 ), and Ω 3k−1 (JM )
is generated in degree δ d 3 (3k) and by Proposition 2.9, Ω 3k−1 (JM ) is again a piecewiseKoszul module. Inductively, we prove the first assertion.
The second assertion is the case of M = A 0 . The proof is finished. By Theorem 4.1, we can construct new Koszul objects from the given piecewiseKoszul objects. However, we can't construct d-Koszul objects from a given piecewiseKoszul object for d > 2.
